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The QCD color transparency of higher-twist contributions to the inclusive hadropro-
duction cross section, where the trigger proton is produced directly in a short-distance
subprocess, can explain several remarkable features of high-pT proton production in
heavy ion collisions which have recently been observed at RHIC: (a) the anomalous
increase of the p → π ratio with centrality (b): the more rapid power-law fall-oﬀ at
ﬁxed xT = 2pT/
√
s of the charged particle production cross section in high central-
ity nuclear collisions, and (c): the anomalous decrease of the number of same-side
hadrons produced in association with a proton trigger as the centrality increases.
These phenomena illustrate how heavy ion collisions can provide sensitive tools for
interpreting and testing fundamental properties of QCD.
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One of the most surprising results observed at RHIC is the behavior of the ratio
of protons to pions produced at large transverse momenta in heavy ion collisions.
Since the inelastic cross section of the proton is signiﬁcantly larger than that of the
pion, one expects that a proton would lose more energy and be more absorbed than
a pion as it traverses the nuclear medium; however, the PHENIX [1] and STAR
experiments [2] observe just the opposite. As shown in Figure 1, the p/π ratio at
pT ∼ 4 GeV/c increases with the centrality of the heavy ion collision as measured
by the total number of particles produced. Even more remarkably, the number of
same-side hadrons produced in correlation with a high pT proton trigger decreases
with increasing centrality in heavy ion collisions which have very large numbers of
produced particles [3, 4]. See Figure 2. These anomalous diﬀerences between the
nuclear dependence of pion and proton production cannot be easily explained in terms
of the standard perturbative QCD picture of Figure 3 where quarks or gluons scatter
at large transverse momentum and produce hadrons through their jet fragmentation.
The most direct test of pQCD in hard hadronic collisions is the scaling of the
inclusive cross section
dσ
d3p/E
(pp→ HX) = F (xT , θcm)
pnT
at ﬁxed xT = 2pT/
√
s. In the original parton model [5] the power fall-oﬀ is simply
n = 4 since the underlying qq → qq subprocess amplitude for point-like partons is
scale invariant, and there is no dimensionful parameter in the theory. The Bjorken
scaling of the deep inelastic lepton cross section p→ ′X is based on the same scale-
invariance principle. In a full perturbative QCD analysis based on 2-to-2 quark and
gluon subprocesses, the scale-invariance of the inclusive cross section is broken by
the logarithmic running of the running coupling and the evolution of the structure
functions and fragmentation functions. These eﬀects increase the prediction for n to
n = 4.5→ 5 as illustrated in Figure 4 [6].
There have been extensive measurements of inclusive hadron production cross
sections, particularly from the CERN ISR and ﬁxed-target experiments at FermiLab.
As summarized by Cronin in his 1974 review [7], the cross sections measured for
pp→ πX and pp→ pX are far from scale-invariant. See Figure 5. The power fall-oﬀ
at ﬁxed xT is consistent with the leading twist pQCD prediction n = 4.5 → 5 only
at the very smallest values of xT . In fact, n is not a constant power ; it is observed
to be a monotonically increasing function of xT , reaching n = 20 for pp→ pX at the
exclusive limit xT → 1.
In the case of the RHIC collider, the shape of the inclusive cross section for
pion production measured in peripheral collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV [8] is in general
agreement with NLO leading-twist QCD expectations [9]. However, as seen in Figure
6, the scaling of the pion data at ﬁxed xT for 0.03 < xT < 0.06 shows a rising
behavior of n(xT ) with an average value n ∼ 6.4± 0.5 [8]. Figure 1 also shows that
the proton-to-pion and antiproton to meson ratios measured in peripheral and central
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heavy ion collisions diﬀer from that of quark and gluon jets in e+e− annihilation. [1]
This breakdown of factorization also suggests that a description of the heavy ion
hadroproduction data based solely on leading-twist contributions is not adequate.
In contrast, as illustrated in Figure 7, the photon production cross section [10, 11]
pp → γX at ﬁxed xT scales over a large range of energies with a constant power
n ∼ 5 at xT < 0.04, consistent with the leading-twist PQCD prediction based on
the gq → qγ subprocess. The direct comparison of the γ → π ratio with theory at
ﬁxed xT would be illuminating; if the leading twist description is correct, the ratio
should be nearly scale-invariant except for small corrections from jet fragmentation
and the running coupling. The choice of renormalization scale for each subprocess,
including the non-Abelian couplings, can be ﬁxed using the BLM method [12, 13],
thus eliminating one source of ambiguity of the leading-twist predictions ,
The seemingly anomalous scale-breaking behavior for hadroproduction can be
naturally explained if in addition to the leading twist processes, there are also con-
tributions from “higher twist ” (multiparton processes). As xT increases, it becomes
more advantageous to produce the trigger hadron directly in a semi-exclusive hard
subprocess [14] such as gq → πq or qq → pq, since this avoids any waste of energy from
jet fragmentation [15] . An example is illustrated in Figure 8. It is also more energy
eﬃcient to scatter more than one parton in the projectile, such as q+(qq)→ q(qq) fol-
lowed by fragmentation of the diquark to the trigger proton. In each case the penalty
of the extra fall-oﬀ in pT from hadron compositeness or the diquark correlation scale
is compensated by a lesser fall-oﬀ in xT .
Dimensional counting rules provide a simple rule-of-thumb guide for the power-law
fall-oﬀ of the inclusive cross section in both pT and (1−xT ) due to a given subprocess
[16]:
E
dσ
d3p
(AB → CX) ∝ (1− xT )
2nspectator−1
pT 2nactive−4
where nactive is the “twist”, i.e., the number of elementary ﬁelds participating in the
hard subprocess, and nspectator is the total number of constituents in A,B and C not
participating in the hard-scattering subprocess. For example, consider pp → pX.
The leading-twist contribution from qq → qq has nactive = 4 and nspectator = 6. The
higher-twist subprocess qq → pq has nactive = 6 and nspectator = 4 . This simpliﬁed
model provides two distinct contributions to the inclusive cross section
dσ
d3p/E
(pp→ pX) = A(1− xT )
11
p4T
+ B
(1− xT )7
p8T
and n = n(xT ) increases from 4 to 8 at large xT .
Multi-parton and semi-exclusive subprocesses underly the analysis of hard ex-
clusive processes such as deeply virtual Compton scattering, deeply virtual meson
production, ﬁxed-angle scattering, and elastic and inelastic form factors at large
momentum transfer. A particularly important example for inclusive reactions is
the Drell-Yan process πp → γ∗X where the direct nactive=5 higher-twist subprocess
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πq → γ∗q dominates lepton pair production at high xF , explaining the constant be-
havior of the cross section as a function of the parton momentum fraction and the
observed dominance of longitudinally polarized virtual photons [17]. The nonpertur-
bative wavefunction which controls the direct higher-twist process πq → γ∗q is the
gauge invariant and frame-independent pion distribution amplitude [18] φπ(x). The
shape and normalization of hadronic distribution amplitudes can now be predicted
using the AdS/QCD correspondence [19].
In a general QCD analysis of inclusive hadroproduction one needs to sum over all
contributing leading and higher-twist hard subprocesses. At xT = 1 the quarks in the
protons must all scatter in an nactive = 12, n = 20, nspectator = 0 exclusive subprocess.
In each case the nominal fall-oﬀ given by counting rules will be increased by the
running of the QCD coupling and either DGLAP evolution of the structure functions
or ERBL evolution [18, 20] of the distribution amplitudes for the directly-interacting
hadrons. Although large pT hadron production at RHIC is most likely dominated
by leading-twist QCD processes [21], higher-twist subprocesses can play a signiﬁcant
role, particularly in the case of proton production.
In higher-twist subprocess such as gq → πq πq → γ∗q or qq → pq, the wavefunction
of a hadron enters directly into the amplitude. The dominant contribution comes from
ﬂuctuations of the hadronic wavefunction where the quarks in the valence Fock state
are at small impact separation b⊥ ∼ 1/pT . Interactions with the external system is
thus suppressed unless the wavelength of the exchanged gluon is comparable to the
transverse size of the color singlet system; ie k⊥ ∼ p⊥ The small-size color-singlet
conﬁgurations of the hadron can thus propagate through the nuclear medium with
minimal hadronic interactions; i.e. they are color transparent [22].
Color transparency [23, 24] is a fundamental property of QCD as a gauge theory of
hadronic interactions. A clear empirical demonstration has been given in diﬀractive
dijet production πA→ jetjetA′ by the E791 experiment at Fermilab [25]; the forward
amplitude for the diﬀractive production of high transverse momentum dijets is found
to scale as Aα where α  1; i.e. the diﬀractive dijet production amplitude is coherent
on every nucleon in the nucleus. This is in dramatic contradiction to traditional
Glauber theory where only nucleons on the periphery of the nucleus are eﬀective.
Color transparency predictions for quasi-elastic pion electoproduction eA → e′π+X
have recently been veriﬁed at Jeﬀerson Laboratory[26].
Color transparency was ﬁrst observed by the EVA ﬁxed target experiments [27, 28]
at BNL in quasielastic large angle proton-proton scattering. The eﬀective number of
protons in the nuclear target was shown to grow with transverse momentum, as pre-
dicted by QCD. However, the interpretation of this experiment is complicated by the
anomalous quenching of color transparency at
√
s ∼ 5 GeV, in the same kinematical
regime where a remarkably strong spin-spin correlation ANN in transversely polarized
pp scattering is observed [29]. A possible explanation [30] for the breakdown of color
transparency and the anomalous spin-spin correlation is resonance production at the
charm production threshold in the intermediate state for pp scattering.
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Color transparency provides an appealing explanation of the anomalous p/π ratio
observed at RHIC. For simplicity, let us assume the two-component model for pp→
pX given above. The higher-twist term due to qq → pq produces an isolated proton as
a small color singlet which is unaﬀected by the nuclear environment; in contrast, the
protons produced by the standard leading-twist contribution qq → qq → qp(qq) with
jet fragmentation are absorbed. This immediately explains why the eﬀective power n
at ﬁxed xT increases with increased centrality, consistent with RHIC measurements
for charged hadron triggers. See Figure 6.
Furthermore, since the ratio of color-transparent higher-twist contributions to
color-opaque leading-twist to the proton production cross section is increased in events
with high centrality (Npart > 250), we can also understand why the number of same
side hadrons correlated with a the proton trigger decreases as the number of hadrons
produced in the collision increases – the number (solid red squares) of same-side
mesons associated with a proton trigger actually decreases even though as Npart in-
creases from 250 to 350. See Figure 2. The directly produced proton interacts much
less in the nuclear medium than a proton produced via jet fragmentation. In contrast,
the meson trigger does not show this eﬀect – the number of same-side mesons (solid
blue circles) increase monotonically with Npart.
Similar results are also expected for hyperons. For example, a Λ can be produced
directly at large transverse momentum via the semi-exclusive subprocess ud → Λ s
in analogy to the uu → pd subprocess illustrated in Figure 8. One can produce
antiprotons directly via the hard semi-exclusive process gg → p uud.
The pp → πX cross section also receives leading-twist fragmentation and direct
higher-twist contributions from gq → πq, etc.; however, as seen from the power fall-
oﬀ of n(xT ) shown in Figure 5, higher-twist processes are evidently relatively more
signiﬁcant for proton compared to pion triggers in the RHIC kinematic domain. Thus
color transparency and direct hadron production is mostly associated with proton and
other baryon triggers.
Clearly careful analyses and measurements at RHIC over a wide range of energies
is needed to validate or disprove the connections between higher-twist direct reactions
and anomalous heavy ion collision phenomena. Measurements of the associated par-
ticles in direct photon production will also be very valuable for understanding these
remarkable features of QCD in the nuclear medium.
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 Particle ratios change with centrality! 
uncertainty of !8% (for p=!", p=!#) and 12% (for
p=!0, p=!0), which may shift the curves up or down,
but does not affect their shapes. In the region of overlap,
the!$ and!0 measurements, with very different system-
atics, are consistent to within 5% to 15%. For all central-
ities the ratios rise steeply at low pT and then, at a value of
pT which increases from peripheral to central collisions,
level off. In central collisions the ratios are a factor of !3
larger than in peripheral events. At pT > 2 GeV=c the
peripheral Au" Au data agree well with the ratios ob-
served in p" p collisions at lower energies [7] (shown
with stars). The %p" p&=%!" " !#& ratios in gluon and
quark jets produced in e"e# collisions [8] are shown with
a dashed (dotted) line. Above 3 GeV=c the p=!, p=!
ratios from peripheral collisions are also consistent with
gluon and quark jet fragmentation, which should be in-
dependent of the collision system. Deviations from jet
fragmentation below 3 GeV=c indicate the absence of soft
hadron production in the e"e# data.
Hydrodynamic models have had success reproducing
%p&p [6,14] and ! data [6] from !!!!!!!!sNNp ' 130 GeV Au"
Au collisions [15,16] and preliminary 200 GeV data [17].
The calculations show good agreement with the central
p; p and !$ spectra up to pT ’ 3 and 2 GeV=c, respec-
tively. In peripheral collisions the calculations deviate
from the data above pT ’ 1 GeV=c. Within these models
the large p=! ratio is a natural consequence of the strong
radial flow [18]. All particle spectra converge to the same
slope if pT is sufficiently larger than the particle mass m0.
The p=! ratio is Rp=! ’ 2 exp%#"b=Tch&, governed only
by the baryon chemical potential "b and the chemical
freezeout temperature Tch. Using Tch ' 177 MeV and
"b ' 29 MeV [19], Rp=! reaches a limiting value of
1.7. Within 10%, the same limiting behavior is expected
for all centralities, since the thermal parameters vary
only weakly with centrality [20]. The data are not only
below the asymptotic value but also show a more pro-
nounced centrality dependence than can be accommo-
dated by hydrodynamics models. This suggests that
other mechanisms begin to play a role before the asymp-
totic value is reached. At intermediate pT (2< pT <
4 GeV=c), hard scattering is one possible mechanism
that competes with ‘‘soft’’ processes as described by
hydrodynamics.
Figure 2 shows the p and p spectra for different cen-
tralities (0–10%, 20–30%, 40–50%, 60–92%) scaled by
the corresponding value of Ncoll [11]. Error bars are
statistical only. Multiplicity dependent systematic errors
are of the order of 3%. Errors on Ncoll range from !10%
for central to !28% for the peripheral event class. Below
pT ’ 1:5 GeV=c the p and p yields scale slower than Ncoll
as expected for soft processes, and the effect of the radial
flow on the shape of the spectra is clearly visible. The
inverse slopes gradually increase from the most periph-
eral to the most central event class. Beyond pT ’
1:5 GeV=c all spectra converge to the same slope and
seem to obey Ncoll scaling as expected for production
due to hard processes in the absence of nuclear effects.
Figure 3 compares the Ncoll scaled central to peripheral
yield ratios,
RCP ' yield
0–10%=N0–10%coll
yield60–92%=N60–92%coll
; (1)
for %p" p&=2 and !0. In the pT range from 1.5 to
4:5 GeV=c, p and p are not suppressed in contrast to !0
which is reduced by a factor of 2–3. Moreover, this
behavior holds for all centrality selections (Fig. 2), while
the suppression in the !0 yields increases from peripheral
to central collisions [11]. The apparent scaling with Npart
for pT ’ 4 GeV=c of inclusive charged hadrons [21],
which has been interpreted in terms of saturation sce-
nario [22], appears to be somewhat coincidental, since we
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Figure 1. Ratio of proton to pion and antiproton to pion production as a
function of pT for Au-Au collisions at at
√
s = 200 GeV for different centrality.
Open and filled symbols represent charged and neutral pions, respectively. The
stars show the particle ratio for pp collisions at
√
s = 53 GeV. The ratio for
quark and gluon jet fragmentation are also shown. From ref. 1
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for meson-meson and baryon-meson conditional yields
and nearly the same magnitude for baryon-meson and
baryon-baryon near side conditional yields. In contrast,
the data show the conditional yield of associated mesons
with baryon triggers to be a factor of two to five times
larger than the conditional yield of baryons associated
with baryon triggers, depending on centrality. The re-
sults presented here also appear to exclude baryon pro-
duction via higher twist mechanisms [32] which would
produce isolated p and p¯. No correlation calculations are
available from the gluon junction model [15], so a com-
parison beyond the successfully described single particle
data could not be done at this point.
We have systematically explored the particle type de-
pendence of jet fragmentation at intermediate pT in
Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. The new data
disagree with calculations from the recombination model
presented in [19, 31]. Given the success of recombination
models in reproducing elliptic flow and hadron spectra
data it would be interesting to see if other recombination
calculations are able to describe the data presented here.
We find that near side correlations between meson trig-
gers and associated mesons increase with centrality. Near
side correlations between baryon triggers and associated
mesons show the same centrality dependence except for
the most central collisions where there is a significant
decrease. The first measurements of baryon pairs on the
near side are found to be largely due to opposite charge p-
p¯ pairs. Under the assumption that the above centrality
dependencies of particle pairs and single particles are not
coincidental, one can explain the observed baryon excess
at intermediate pT in Au+Au collisions via jet induced
production of baryon-antibaryon pairs.
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Figure 2. Same-side and away-side correlated hadrons for meson and baryon
triggers as a function of the total multiplicity. The number of same-side particles
associated with a proton trigger decreases as the total number of particles
Npart produced in the heavy ion collisions increases; i.e., increasing centrality.
From ref. 3
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derived from Eq. 3.2, for peripheral and central collisions, by taking the ratio of Ed3!/dp3 at a
given xT for
√
sNN = 130 and 200 GeV, in each case. The "0’s exhibit xT scaling, with the same
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value of n = 6.3 as in p-p collisions, for both Au+Au peripheral and central collisions, while the
non-identified charged hadrons xT -scale with n = 6.3 for peripheral collisions only. Notably, the
(h+ +h−)/2 in Au+Au central collisions exhibit a significantly larger value of n(xT ,
√
s), indicat-
ing different physics, which will be discussed below. The xT scaling establishes that high-pT "
0
production in peripheral and central Au+Au collisions and (h+ + h−)/2 production in peripheral
Au+Au collisions follow pQCD as in p-p collisions, with parton distributions and fragmentation
functions that scale with xT , at least within the experimental sensitivity of the data. The fact that
the fragmentation functions scale for "0 in Au+Au central collisions indicates that the effective
energy loss must scale, i.e. S(pT )/pT = is constant, which is consistent with the parallel spectra
on Fig. 4e and the constant value of RAA as noted in the discussion above.
The deviation of (h+ +h−)/2 from xT scaling in central Au+Au collisions is indicative of and
consistent with the strong non-scaling modification of particle composition of identified charged-
hadrons observed in Au+Au collisions compared to that of p-p collisions in the range 2.0 ≤ pT ≤
4.5 GeV/c, where particle production is the result of jet-fragmentation. As shown in Fig. 7-(left)
the p/"+ and p¯/"− ratios as a function of pT increase dramatically to values ∼1 as a function
of centrality in Au+Au collisions at RHIC [45] which was totally unexpected and is still not fully
understood. Interestingly, the p and p¯ in this pT range appear to follow the Ncoll scaling expected
for point-like processes (Fig 7-(right)), while the "0 are suppressed, yet this effect is called the
‘baryon anomaly’, possibly because of the non-xT scaling. An elegant explanation of this effect as
due to coalescence of quarks from a thermal distribution [46, 47, 48], which would be prima facie
evidence of a Quark Gluon Plasma, is not in agreement with the jet correlations observed in both
same and away-side particles associated with both meson and baryon triggers [49] (see discussion
of Fig. 24 below).
4.2 Direct photon production
Direct photon production is one of the best reactions to study QCD in hadron collisions, since
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Figure 9: (left) xT scaling [52] of direct photon data in p-p and p-p¯ collisions. The quantity plotted is
(
√
s)n×Ed3!/dp3(xT ) with n = 5.0. (right) xT scaling of jet cross sections measured in p-p¯ collisions by
CDF and D0 [55]. The quantity plotted is the ratio of p4T times the invariant cross section as a function of
xT for
√
s= 630 and 1800 GeV. Note that the theory curves are plotted in the same way in order to avoid as
much as possible uncertainties from the various parton distribution functions used.
of approximately 15 GeV/fm3. The theory curve appears to show a reduction in suppression with
increasing pT , while, as noted above, the data appear to be flat to within the errors, which clearly
could still be improved.
It is unreasonable to believe that the properties of the medium have been determined by a
theorist’s line through the data which constrains a few parameters of a model. The model and
the properties of the medium must be able to be verified by more detailed and differential mea-
surements. All models of medium induced energy loss [60] predict a characteristic dependence of
the average energy loss on the length of the medium traversed. This is folded into the theoretical
calculations with added complications that the medium expands during the time of the collision,
etc [61]. In an attempt to separate the effects of the density of the medium and the path length
traversed, PHENIX [33, 62] has studied the dependence of the #0 yield as a function of the an-
gle ($% ) to the reaction plane in Au+Au collisions (see Fig. 12). For a given centrality, variation
of $% gives a variation of the path-length traversed for fixed initial conditions, while varying the
centrality allows the initial conditions to vary. Clearly these data reveal much more activity than
the reaction-plane-integrated RAA (Fig. 11) and merit further study by both experimentalists and
theorists.
The point-like scaling of direct photon production in Au+Au collisions indicated by the ab-
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